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Abstract: The accomplishment of some 
robotic tasks requires the coordination of 
a group of mobile robots, which generally 
outperform single robots operating inde
pendently. This chapter is devoted to the 
control design for deployment of multiple 
robots into desired geometric patterns or 
formations. First, a generic control struc~ 
ture is proposed as an unified app~o Ch, 
making use of its flexibility for va ions 
formation configurations while miti ting 
singularities. Swarm intelligence is then 
adopted in order to obtain near~optimal 
settings of the control parameters. Here, 
the cooperative control of the robots is 
formulated as an optimization problem, 
where the particle swarm optimization 
(PSO) algorithm is applied to satisfy the 
multi-objective goal of formation establish
ment and collision avoidance. Numerical 
results and a remark on experiments are 
included to i1lustrate the effectiveness of 
the proposed framework for a number of 
formation types. 

Key~ Words: mobile robots, coopera
tive control, formation, particle swarm 
optimization. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The eontrol of a group of autonomout) vehicle~ or 
mobile robots into coordinated operations has a 
lot of advantages over the deployment of t~ingle 
robots. Potential applications 1:>pau widely from 
t-ransportation {1], surveillance1 agriculture [2], de
fense, health~care and to many others. Morcover1 

the application of robotics in autorna.ting t.he con
::;truction process may become an important com-

pommt in the future development of construction 
technologiet~ including material handling and de
livery, to name a few [31. Mobile robot• are very 
attractive in these applications and 1 in particu
lar~ multiple robots in cooperation are anticipated 
to outperform independently-operating robots in 
terms of flexibility and fault tolerance. Com·dina
tion or formation of multiple autOnomous robots, 
therefore, has recently arisen a.<; an active research 
aroa in mobile robotics. In this chapter 1 the focus 
will be on the control design for robotic formation 1 

which iB defined as the coordination of a group of 
mobile robots to get into and maintain a desired 
pat.tern with a certain geometric shape. 

One of the critical is..<:;ues in deploying mobile 
robot':). rm;tl:) on their navigational abilities [4L 
spedfically

1 
with severe 8patial constraints and 

this nat uraliy leads to the need for formation con
trol strategies [5]. In this regard 1 virtual robot 
tracking [6J, hybrid control [71 and fuzzy logic 
[8J methods have been applied. The former ap
proaehe~ are theoretically rigorou::; but generally 
require precise model descriptions and special con
siderat-ions may be needed to account. for control 
singularities [9JilOJI11J[l2l. On the other hand, the 
latter techniques require expert design knowledge 
and controHers are mostly designed in a problem
dependent manner. In general: a configuration
flexible design approach would be a an attractive 
solution. 

The mult.i~robot coordination problem is con
cerried with the control or steering of the robots 
into desired geometrical shape::;, e.g. a line1 eol
urnn1 wedge, diamond or others. In the context 
of robotic formation, control approaches can be 
broadly classified into three categoriet~: behav
ioral [131, virtual •tructure [141 and leader-follower 
[15]. In behavioral contt•ol approaches 1 primitives 
o1· reactive behaviors are defined for the vehicles. 
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A drive command is generated by aggregating a 
colleCtion of weighted primitives. However 1 the 
determination of behaviors, the selection of their 
number and appropriate weights for them are is~ 
sues depending on the designer\; experience. The 
virtual structural control method trea:t,s the entire 
formation as a single or virtual entity. The desired 
dynamics of the structure are then translated into 
motion control for individual vehicle1:>. The control 
of the virtual structure can be realized by a high
level controller where low~level motion controllers, 
within each robot, can be implemented by using a 
decentralized strategy [16]. In leader-follower ap
proaches, one or more robots are selected a..<> lead
ers while the others are assigned as followers and 
are driven to track the leaders. Desin)d formatiout'i 
can be considered as established after the follow
ers have tracked their assigned leaders in a hier
archy. Although this met.hod iB well-founded, it 
may need a deliberative motion planning strategy 
,f17], in particular when involving a large number 
of robots. Moreover, some enh~\necments need to 
be iiworporated into t.ht.~ formation control design 
in order to alleviate the difficulties imposed from 
control constraints. Otherwise, some formation 
pattern, e.g., a line formation, eunnot be estab
lished. 

In the regard of individual robot.s1 tlw cooper
ative motion of a group of mobile robots b at
tributed from designing appropriate paths to be 
followed by ead1 robot. Various ffi{~thodologies for 
robotic path planning1 such as soft-computing and 
evolutionary computation have drawn the atten
tion of researchers· in recent years. For examp1e1 

a neural network, applying the self-learning prin
ciple, was employed in the floor coverage problem 
scenario [18] in construction, but for just a t:dn
gle robot. In [lD], an algorithm was proposed, 
inspired from natural ant societies for the enu
meration of robots in accomplishing a cooperative 
task. The multi-agent concept, implement.ing ge
netic algorithms (GA), was applied in (20j for the 
roadside following problem in vehicle navigation. 
In essence, vehicles are treated as living species 
evolving by adaptation to natural t~deetion~ im
posed by the constmints from the kerb boundaries. 
However, one of the hurdles in applying the GA is 
the determination of the eontrol parameters, e.g., 
selection schemes and crossover/mutation proba
bilities, during the algorithmic design stage. 

From an alternative point of view, the motion of 
mobile robots can be treated as an aggregation of a 
group of living species evolving under social inter-
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actions1 e.g. bird flocks or fish schools. Inspired by 
this natural phenomenon, the particle swarm opti
mization (PSO) algorithm [21L in the evolutionary 
computation family, was developed as an efficient 
solution searching method for a variety of opti
mization problems. Applications of PSO can be 
found in a wide domain in science and engineering 
practices. For example, a cantilevered beam was 
designed by using the PSO [22] in a structural ap
plication. Setting PID controller parameters wru:; 
reported in [23j to achieve robustness against ad
verse operating conditions. The project schedul
ing problem with resource constraint.::; Wa.ti tackled 
in (24] where swarm intelligence led to promising 
results. Perhaps rno::;t remarkable it~ the applica
tion of t.h<:~ PSO for multi-objective optimization 
problem::;, see e.g., [25]. The successes reported 
are largely attributed to the implementation sirn
plicit.y and flexibility of swarm algorithms. In t.he 
field of mobile robotic::;, the PSO has been applied 
for path planning [26j, navigation control (27] and 
recently for mobile robot coordination (28]. 

The configuration structure of the group of mo
bile robots corresponding to different formation 
t.ypes is however foreshadowed to affect the for
ma-tion proceos. This chapter presents a. near
optimal design methodology which uses the PSO 
algorithm to derive the control parameters of 
a generic controller for configuration-changeable 
formations within the leader-follower framework. 
The ultimate objective is a high-performance and 
collhoion~free control strategy for variom; forma
tion patternf:i. Our rational rests on the possibil
ity of incorporating the control constraints into 
the fitneHs function and the effectiveness of PSO 
in solving a multi-objective optimization problem. 
In fact., the ::;warm-based searching for fea:;ible 
drive commands for mobile robob; to e .. 'itablish de
sired formations has shown its simplicity and flex
ibility, allowing for incorporation of reactive colli
sion avoidance :-;chemes. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as 
follow::;. In Section 2, a generic control ::;tructure 
is presented and its various combination possibil
ities discussed on the basis of formation perfor
mance. The background of particle swarm opt.i
mization algorithm and swarm-based control h; re
viewed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the design 
of the formation controllers using swarm intclli~ 
gence for rnult.iple mobile robots. The proposed 
desig11 framework also include::; discussion on at
tempts to 'tackle collision avoidance and dead-lock 
release. Numerical examples and some real-time 



te::;t result::; are given in Section 5 to illustrate the 
effect.ivencss of the proposed appronches. Finally, 
a conclu::;ion is drawn in Section 6. 

2 FORMATION CONTROL 
STRUCTURE 

The objective of robotic formation control is to 
steer a group of robots into and maintain desirable 
moving patterns of the group. From the leader
follower strategy, let there be a leadf.r robot po-
sitioned in (xi,yi,Oi) in a world coordinate frame, 
wh<o'l-e the orientation is referred to the x-axis, 
also let there be a number of follower robots at 
(x1,w,(J1), where i,j = 1,··· ,N are the indices 
for N robots of the group, a.•> ::;hown in Figure 2.1. 

1/,•,ukc 
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Figure 2.1: Generic formation notation. 

2.1 Mobile Robot Model 

2.2 Generic Structure 

The.re are a numbet· of formation types available 
in the literature \10J[6][29], however the configura
tion parameters appear in an incoherent manner. 
Here, a. generic structure for leader-follower for
mation control is comidered by appropriately a.t;

signing the configuration parameten,; to result in 
various fnnuatiot1 t.ypes. Let a headeT robot be 
placed at a position with respect to the leader as: 

xhi =Xi+ HcOBfh- R."t;in(h 

Yhi = Yi + Hsinfh +KcosOi. 

Similarly, virtnal robots are denoted as 

Xvj = Xj + LcosOj- RsinBj 

Yvj = Yj + L sin Bj + RcosOj. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

In order to configure a specific forrnat.ion type, 
separations H, K, L, R need to be determined ac
(:ordingly depending on the t.n.sk requirement~. 

Furthermore, t.he tracking errors are denoted be
low cts: 

ex= tCvj -.'tJtt', ey = V"'i -yh1:, eo= BJ -Oi· (2.6) 

The formation control objective is <.~chieved 

by deriving <~ppropriatc commands, velocity Vj 

and tum-rate Wj to drive the foltowers j = 
1, · · · , N; :i :f:. i S1,1ch tha.t the tracking ernm; ap
proal:h a11d majntain at zero. To thif.i end, the 
error Uynamks are obtained us: 

e:r: = a;i + LcoBBj- Rsin f:)i 

-Xi- Hcos01. + Ksin(h, 

ey = Yi + LsinfJi + Rcm;Oi 
- Yi.- H sinfh- I< eos(h, 

(2.7) 

Assuming that the robots are moving on a fiat 
which, by diffel"Blltiation, become 

terrain, their motion models are given by: 

:h = vkcosB~.: 

ilk = Vk sin Bk 

iJk = Wk, 

(2,1) 

where (x, y) arc the Cartesian coordinates, 0 i$ 
the orientation of the robot, the sub-;cript (A:) is 
a.n ind<~x of the robot. 

This model implies t.hat. the motion of the robot. 
satisfies the pure-rolling condition: 

and the non-slip condition: 

ex= 1JjCOS0j- LWjSiUOj -RwJ'COI:iBj 

- ViCOS0i + JiWi.SinBi + l<w;cos(Jt 

ey = VjSinOj + LWj cosBj- Rwj sinBj 

- v; sinBi- Hwi cosOi + Kw,. sin·o,. 

(2.8) 

The dynamic~'> eau be fnrther written in matrix 
forma.:;: 

where 

, - [e"'] e- . ' e, 
B= 
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The drive commands are generated by specifying 
the error attenuation rates at (>-~: > 0, Ay > 0) 
such tha.t the errors approach exponentially to 
zero: 

e,(t) = e,(O) exp( -,\xt) 

cy(t) = cy(O) cxp( -,\,t), 
(2.10) 

where ex{O) and e11 {0) are, respectively, the ini
tial errors at time t = 0. Using this approach 
with the attenuation rate a mat.rix denoted a._o;,; 

A= diag(-lx, Ay), then 

u; =-A -\(Bu, + Ae). 

The drive commands are 

Vj = ~{AxCxsinBj- Ayc 11 cosfJ.i 

- ( tli - wiK) sin eo + w.iH cos eo) 

-A'!: ex cosfJJ - A11 e11 cos Bj 

+ (Vi - wiK) cos eo + WiH sin eo 

Wj = ±(Axe:r: sin fJj - Ayey COH Bj 

-(vi- wiK) sin eo+ wiH cos eo), 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

L the drive command singularities to be miti
gated, and 

2. the leader turn-rate and angular tracking er
ror to be taken into account. 

2.2.2 Zero Dynamics 

Since the dimension of the control commands 
(u1 E JR2) is one degree-of-freedom less than .the 
system states (x1 E JR3), the stability of e1 is there
fore determined by the zeros dynamics. 

Re-writing the angular velocity command w1 
and setting it equal to the leader turn-rate wi, one 
has 

where 

.!= 

J 
w; =I cos(8;- <p) = w;, (2.14) 

(Ax ex - (v-i- WiK) cos(h + WiH sinBi)2+ 
(- Ayey - (vi - Wii<) sin Bi + WiH cos es:! 

( 
A:cex (v1 -. wii<)cose, +wiHsinOi ) 

tp =arctan . . 
- Aye11 - (v.;- wiK)stnO; + WiH cosO.;. 

(2.15) 

A solution trajectory for the follower's orientation 

l h l l l d l canbefonndru:; w 1ere t e inear ve ocity is re ate to the angu ar 
velocity by 

in which 

fiJ = -Axe,r-cosOj- A11 e11 cosB1 

+(vi- wiK)coseo +wiHsineo. 

2.2.1 Treatment of Singularities 

(2.13) 

An inspection of the drive commands (2. 12) re
veals that a singularity would occur if the config
uration is setup such that L is zero. That is, the 
commands tend to infinity and hence are practi
cally infeasible in real-world systems. 

Here, it is observed that. L = 0 conesponds to 
a line pat,tern. As virtual clearance H i::; a free
parameter for a displaced line from the leader, by 
making use of the redunda,nce of parameter H, 
forming a line pattern then requires just H "#- 0. 

Note that parameter H takes effect on the drive 
commands through the product term wiiJ and is 
interpreted a." a fictitious orthogonal velocity de
termined by the magnitude of the leader turu-rate 
Wi.· Furthermore, this velocity is resolved into two 
more components with respect to the angular er
ror, namely sin eo and co::; eo. 

To this en<;l, the incorporation of parameter If 
is useful in order for: 

e; = arccos ( w~L) + lfJ· (2.16) 

Taking the partial diffenmtial of Wj with respect 
to Bj gives 

(2.17) 

Hence stability is ensun~d if 

L > 0 and J.!l 2: lw,LI, (2.18) 

which is one of the constraints in the controller 
design. 

2.3 Form;:ttion Initialization 

Formation initialization is the process of deploy
ing multiple robots from arbit,rary initial locations 
to enter a formation pattern. A generic procedure 
for that is introduced in [29], but the process is 
time consuming. It is interesting to note here 
t,hat some typical formations can be initialh:ed 
by assigning appropriately configuration param
eters (L 1 R1 H,K). In particular, using this pa
ramct()r setting in a single-leader and/or a mu,lti
leader scheme with the control laws {2.12) allows 
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the robot:; to be initialized into a line or column 
formation, or their cornbinat.ion. Let there be a 
physical leader robot, CJ.nd N follower robots in the 
platoon then the following schemes are proposed. 

2.3.1 Single-Leader: Line Formation 

Referring to Figure 2.1, a line fonnat,ion can be 
established when Hi eonst, Lj = 0 or generally, 
Hi = LJ = c<mst. Now, there are two pos..'lible 
settings for parameters K and R. 

L Set I<i = 0, ·i = 1 and Rj = -jR, j = 
1, ... ,N. 

There is a single header in front of the lec\dcr 
and the virtual robots of the followers are 
separated consecutively according to their in
dieet~ j. 

2. Alternativcly1 set K.i = iK, i = 1, · · · , Nand 
R; = 0, j = 1, .. · , N. 

The virtual robots are straightly in front of 
the followel's while the headers are displaced 
from the leader in scale factors according to 
indices i associated with the follower indices 
i- j. 

By considering (2.12), a remark CG~n be made on 
the magnitudes of the commands corresponding 
to tho::;e schemes. 

In crule 1, Rj - j R and other configuration 
parameters are constants, a follower away from 
the leader (larg;e j) will rewlt in an in<..'l'~lsed 
magnitude of the linear velocity command. On 
the oth<n· hand, a low index follower will have a 
smaller velocity. Notably, nearby followers would 
suffer from actuator ::;aturation while the f<).raway 
followers will suffer from a sluggish t·esponse. 

For case 2, Rj = 0 and Ki = iK, the linear 
velocity becomes Vj and depends mainly on par 
rameters K and H. Here, although K changes ac~ 
cording to the followers' indices, their effects are 
modulated by the magnitudes of the leader t.urn~ 
rate and velocity through the term (vi- w.J{). It 
can be seen that when the leader is moving on a 
straight line, i.e. Wi = 0, the effect of different 
value!-> of Ki is diminished. Therefore) the config
uration scheme in ca.Be 2 i~:; practically preferable. 

2.3.2 Single-Leader: Column Formation 

For column formatiom:>1 the simplest configuration 
it; to set Ki = R; = 0 and there are abo two 
po'!iliibilities in Betting parameter Hi. 
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1. Set Hi = 0, ·l = 1 and LJ = L, j = 1, · · , N 
where L = canst. 

Since Hi = 0, the headers coincide with the 
leader. The followers are displa.ced behind 
the leader in displacements of ml.lltiple Lf) in 
accordance to their indiccH. 

2. Set H, = L, ·i = 1 and LJ = (j + l)L. 

Here the header is located in front of the 
leader for all followcrJ:o;. The follower::; are dis
placed from the lc;adcr in incremcut.ecl mttlti~ 
ple:; of L. 

As in t.he line formation, these configurations also 
bear different effects on the control ::~ignals. For 
case 1, the LJ values arc ::.1.naller than their coun
terparts in case 2, therefore, the commands <\l'e 
iarget for givet~ errors C:e. c11 while other condi~ 
tions remained unchanged. Thus, the former cao;c 
may be prone to sa.turation. Furthermore, since. 
Hi = 0, components w.iH cos eo and W-iH sin eo are 
absent from the control. 

In case 2, the drive eomn1and:.; are scales by L -l 
and the commands will be much rednced for the 
robot wit.h a high index, i.e. away fro111 the leader. 
Also, wit.h Hi '1:- 0, the effects of wtH cos eo and 
WiH sin eo are complementary to the contributions 
from (vi -wiK) sin eo atlcl ('v.i-WiK) cos eo. Hence, 
the configuration in ca...~e 2 is preferable. 

2.3.3 Multi~Leader: Line Formation 

In line formation.<;; with multiple leaders, set Hi = 
H = const, Lj = 0, Rj = 0, and Ki = K = const 
fori,j= 1,··· ,N. 

In thi~ case, mo~t. parameters are kept constant 
and with Rj = 0, the linear velocity c.omrnand 
becomes de~coupled from the follower angular ve
locity. 

2.3.4 Multi-Leader! Column Formation 

For column formations, set l(i = Hi = Rj = 0 
and Lj = L = canst. 

Note that Lj iH the only non-zero parameter 
and the drive commands are further de-coupled. 
Particularly, with H; = Ki = 0, Lhe headers co~ 
incide with the leader and the effect of Wi is to
tally rcrnoved from the drive cornrnands. Cautions 
have to be paid in this configuration scheme where 
drives are not. ::;ensitivc to t.he le::1.dcr\; anguhr ve
locity. 

Tho configuration ~chemos pre:-:~entcd above 
have, on their own, a.dva.ntages anJ disadvantage~:~ 



based on a variety ofcliteria. The design of an ap~ 
propria.te and effective controller for formation ini
tialization may remain a challenging tf).sk. In the 
following, the design will be cast into an opt.imiza
tion problem. In essence, a swarm- ba...~ed evol u
tionary computing technique, the particle Hwarm 
optimization (PSO) algorithm will be adopted in 
the leader-follower control design. 

3 PARTICLE SWARM 
OPTIMIZATION AND PSO-BASED 

FORMATION INITIALIZATION 

3.1 Background 

The particle rjWarm optirnh;ation algorit.hm can be 
viewed as a stochastic Hcarch method for :::;olving 
non-determinbtic optimb:ation problornt: and can 
be described by the following expn~~ion, 

vi+t = wv~ + CJ (9best.,k- x1) + cz(Pix:.~t.,k- xi~) 
xt+l =xi+ Vk+l, 

(3.1) 

where x is the particle position in the solution 
space, ·u is the velocity of the partide movement 
as.':lmning a unity time Ht.ep, w is the velocity con
trol coefficient, Ct, c2 are the gain control eoeffi~ 
dent~, ObeM. is the glohal~be~:;t posit.ion, Pbc,~t iH the 
po:-;ition of a particular rnutide eorre:-;ponding to 
the best fitnc:-;H obtained so f;:t.t, subscript. k iB the 
iteratiou index and supcn>nipt. i is tlw pa.rtielc in
dex. 

Siuce t,he pioneeri~1g work in PSO [:30L the gain 
control coefficients c1: c2 have been convent.ionally 
taken as rnudom numbers sampled from a uniform 
distribution, t.hat il::i 

(3.2) 

randomly or simply assigned a.s zeros. A problem 
dependent fitnei:ls function is evaluated and a fitH 
ness is assigned to each particle. For the set of 
fitness, the one with t,he highest value is taken as 
the global-best gbest,O (for a maximization prob
lem). This set of initial fitness values are denoted 
as the particle-best Pie

11
t,o· The velocity is then 

calculated using the random gain coefficients. The 
particle positions are updated and the procedure 
repeats. FinallY, at the satisfaction of some termi
nation criteria, the global-best. particle is reported 
a.'J the near~optimal solution to the problem. 

The algorithm contains a recursive iteration 
loop (generations) and is described by the follow
ing pseudo-code: 

1. Initialize particles randomly across 
the solution space 

2. Set generation count to zero 

3. While not terminate 

(a) Evaluate the particle fitness 
(b) Find the best particle 
(c) Find the best instances of 

particles 
(d) Calculate particle velocities 
(e) Update particle positions 
(f) Increase generation count 

4. Terminate if generation count 
expires. 

3.3 Convergence 

An analysis on the particle swarm behavior can 
be conducted using the (~ontrol theory. Let the 
position error of a particular particle be denoted 
llli (the partide index (i) is omitted); 

(3.3) 

where U[·]Htands for a uniform dist.ribution and the velocity expres~ion becomes 

c 1,ma.T. is thE~ maximum value for c1 and C2,m= for 
C2. 

3.2 Algorithm 

At the start of the algorithm, the particle posi~ 
tiuns are randomly generatHd to cover the solu
tion space. Their positions may be deterministi
cally or randomly distributed, given a pre-defined 
number of particles. In general, a small number 
reduces the computational load at the expense of 
extended iterations required to obtain the opti
mum (but the optimal solution i.'> not known a 
priori). ·The particle velocity vb can also be set 

'Vk+t = W'Vk + CtC:k + C2Pbesl.,k - C29bcst,k + OJ.£k 

= WVk + (q + cz)C:k- C2(!lbest,k- Pbest,k)· 

(3.4) 

The particle update becomes 

.'l:k+l = Xk +wvk + (ct + (..'z)Ck- cz(9best,k -pbellt,k)· 

(3.5) 
By substituting the position error and assuming 
that the global optimal remains constant, i.e., 
9bellt,k+l = 9best.,k> one has: 

CJ.:+l = C'k- WVk- (cJ + C:J)£1.: + C:J(%est,k- Pbcst,k)· 

(3.6) 
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The particle po&ition error and velocity can be 
written in t.he !;:tate-space form as 

or 

=[1-CI-C2 
CJ + C2 : l [ :: l 

+ [ ~~2 ] (gbe~t,k - Pbcst,k), 

(3.7) 

zktl = Az, + Bu,, (3.8) 

where Zk-1-l = \£kH, vk+IF' and Uk 9best,k -

Pbcst,k and matrice!;: A, B are self~explanatory. 
It becomes clear that the requirement for con

vergence implies £k --1- 0 and vk --1- 0 as iteration 
k -+ oo, When the best solution is found 9best,k 

becomes a constant and Pbcst,k will tend to 9best,k 

if the system is stable. The stability of a discrete 
control system can be a.">certained by const.raining 
the magnitude of the eigenvalues A1,2 of the sys
tem matrix A E IR.2 x 2 to be le&s than unity, that 
is 

.\1,2 E {.\l.\2-(l+w-c,-c,).\+w = 0}, l.\1,21 <I. 
(3.9) 

By choosing the maximal random variables c1 and 
c2 to be Cl,m= = 2 and c2,max = 2 and take the ex

pectation values from a uniform distribution, then 
the coefficient averages become c1 = 1 and c2 = 1. 
This ca.<;e corresponds to a total feedback of the 
discrepancy of the particle positions from the de
sired solution at .cJbct~t,k [31]. The eigenvalues can 
be derived as: 

.\1,2 = ~ ( w- I± vfl - 6w + w2) . (3.10) 

After some manipulations, it can be shown that 
w < 1 with c1,max = C2,ma:t: = 2 will guarantee 
stability for the system, hence, the particles will 
converge to 9beBt,k· 

3.4 PSO·based formulation 

To speed up the formation initialization proces::;, 
it is noted that Ax and Ay in (2.10) can be treated 
as controlled parameters in order to obtain a feasi
ble orientation solution trajectory. Since they are 
coupled design parameters to be assigned in the 
controller for satisfactory performance, e.g. max~ 
imnm error at.tenuation, the design can be cast 
as an constrained optimization problem. For thh:>, 
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm 
is proposed owing to its flexibility and efficiency 
in h.:mdling complexity. 

It is assumed that a high-level planner is avail~ 
able to assign a task dependent path for the 

leader-robot, where e,t, ey, eo are tracking en-or::; 
under control laws (2.12) to be minimized wit,h 
respect to the parameter defined as: 

z = [.\x AyiT, (3.11) 

where A:c and Ay correspond to the error attenua
tion rateb'. The goal is to obtain these rates opti
mally such that the resultant function J (2.15) sat~ 
isfies the conotraints for stability of zew dynamics 
while keeping the drive corrunands within practical 
bounds. The optimization problem is formulated 
as: 

minimize: lexJ, ley!, !eol 
s.t.: IJI > lw,LI 

A:~:> 0, Ay > 0 
-11_j,m·in ~ Vj :5 11j,mrn 

-Wj,min ~ Wj :5 Wj,max 

(3.12) 

where the subscripts (min, rna:~;) denote the con~ 
trol bounds on the velocity and turn-rate. The 
leo\der-follower controller augmented with the pro
posed PSO b also able to alleviate singular! ties 
with a proper choice of parameter H, a.s previ~ 

ously stated. 

3.5 Initialization Procedure 

By combining· tile controller design and the PSO 
aigol"it.lun, the following optiroizatio11 procedure 
is proposed. It b a.<;~;umed the availability of the 
robot position infotmation. Fmthermore, fur im
plementation simplicity, the zero dynamics stabil
ity condition (2.18) is checked at every t.irne step 
in the following PSO optimization routine. 

1. Iteration k = 0: Initialize a set of P pai't.i
cles, zb, i = 1, · · · , P, as randomly generated 
potential solutions for (3.11). 

2. The particles are then substitut.ed into t.he 
controller (2.12) and check for the ::;atisfaction 
of condition (2.18) 

3. For those particles failinK the t.<1<:."t, re
initialize at Step 1 until all particles satbfy 
t.he stability condition. 

4. Iterations k > 0: With the fitness of each par
ticle chosen aB the difference !J! - !wiLl, t.he 
particle with a minimum difference is consid
ered as the best particle in the group zg,k a.'i 
it is lcs::; sensitive to steering angle ej. 

5. The fitness is compared to the record of indi
vidual fitness in previous PSO iterations. The 
record of every particle that gives min{IJI -
!wiLl} is assigned as the best-experience z;1 ,~,,. 
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6. Check if constraintt> (3.12) are satisfied, if not 
the corrE'~'>ponding particle is de-a<:tivatcd or 
removed from further iteration~:~. Those re
moved particles are replaced by re-initializing 
(Step 1) additional pmticles to maintain the 
total number of particles at. P. 

7. Repeated from Step 4 until the expiry of a 
maximum it,erat.ioh count, e.g., k = kma.'~'· 

The drive commands Vj and Wj are then gen
en~ted with Zg,k.,.,,,"'. 

The verification of t.h(:! effectiveness of the for
mation controller de::;ign method will be given in 
the Section 5. In the sequel, an alternative ap
proach for robotic formation coordimttion using 
direct.iy swarm intelligence is proposed in the fol
lowing to allow for colli::;ion avoidance while alle
viating t,he design complexity in a:>:>odation with 
various formation eonfigurat.iou1:; and control sin
gula.rit,iCl:l, 

4 FORMATION COOPERATIVE 
CONTROL USING SWARM 

INTELLIGENCE 

In this section, the coordination of multiwvehicles 
into formations i:> achieved by combining tohe PSO 
algorithm and the behavior-ba.':ied motion strategy 
in deriving the velocities and steering angles with 
interwrobot collisions t.aken into account. 

4.1 Particle Structure 

Let; there he rn robotH to be coordinated, hence, 
there are m sequences of control command!:> to be 
dct.crmined by the-) PSO. The approach adopted as
sume!:> that a high-level path planner is available 
to design the required formation and eaeh vehi
cle kuows it current !<)cation. This giveB a set of 
formation locations or virtual robot$ as 

F=[FI,···,Fm-], Fr=[:rf,:t/jT, f=l,· ·,m, 
( 4.1) 

where each formation location contains its corre
sponding :r,y-coordinatcS and t.he orient.ations arc 
aligned with the x~axi~. On the other hand, the 
initial location::; of the robots arc not, specified (i.e.,· 
not in a formation) but their locations are known 
to th0 PSO algorithm. 

The control commands an'! rcpn'.sent.ed by a set. 
of pa.rticles. Note that there are rn robots eaeh 
aL<>o contains a set, of P particles describing the 
robots' possible locat.ions. At. each time step, the 

Figure 4.1: Predicted robot location according to 
th(~ speed and steering commands det.errnined by 
particles. 

control particles are used to move the robots BUbw 
ject to their dynarnics·(2.1). The predicted loe<:t
tion.o; are shown in Figure 4.1. 

4.2 Indexing Robots in a Formation 

In order to follow a formation, robots in thn group 
need to be allocat.ed an index corresponding t,o 
the virtual on0.s in tiH~ format.ion. At the start 
of the formation with the available knowledge of 
t.he virt.ual formation and robot. locations, a eros::;* 
correspondence distance table ir; formed by calcu
lating the dist;mces 

(4.2) 

where the superscript f denot0.s the desired for~ 
mation and i denotes the robo~. Then, for each 
robot, find the minimum distance to its virtual 
one and <msign the correspondence index 

i ....; f, (4.3) 

By adopting t.hL., ind(oxing sdHmte, the initiaf dis
tances between the real and virtual robots are 
rninhnized. 

4.3 Formation Strategy 

The grouping of robots into a desirable platoon is 
t,reated as a tracking: problem. Due t.o the non~ 
holonomic const,raints of the vehicles they cannot 
turn abruptly. First, the dist~nces bHt.ween the 
particles (robots) and their virtual ones are cal
culated, giving respectively b.xP, b.y{i , Consider 
a typical sccmnio where the formation is required 
to move along the x~axis from left to right (it is 
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straightforward to generalize to other formation 
movements as it is assumed to be performed by 
a high-level path planner). The strategy adopted 
here is to assign a pseudo target behind the vir
tual of a robot such that it chases and track:; the 
fmmation. The pseudo target, with superscript v, 
is given by: 

b..x~i = b...r-£i - 0.85dfi 

b.y~i = b..y£i- 0.05dfisign(t::.y£i). 
(1.4) 

The factors 0.85 and 0.05 are some scale facton> 
empirically determined. Examining the expres
sions above reveals that the pseudo target will ap
proach the virtual of a robot when it is moving 
into the vicinity of the formation where dfi - 0 
and, thus, providing a smooth tracking. 

4.4 Particle Fitness 

The PSO algorithm relies on the determination of 
relative fitness valUE'$ among the particles where 
the group-best and personal-best particles are ob
tained. The fitness function is an aggregation of 
the robot-to-formation dist.ance and the robot-to
formation angubr separation. The dil>tance on a 
particle basis, d£i, ib' given in (4.2) while the an
gular separation is obtained by: 

eli e' ' t (A vi A fi + L ) (4 5) p=p-arcanuyp,l-lXp v,. 

where Lv is the vehicle (robot) length. Here, each 
angle is referred to the angular separati011 between 
a robot pattide and its corretlponding virtual. The 
fitness value for each robot particle is given as: 

#' = d~' + len ( 4.6) 

The group-best. fitness i:; obtained from 

t,his into account, the value:; of the control parti
cleo are as:~dgned &~ 

v~,k > Vma:~: 
v;,k < 0. 

(4 9) 

That is, the robot is not allowed to travel back
ward in normal formation for a smooth motion. 
Similarly, the steering command is also bounded 
in magnitude: 

( 4. 10) 

4.6 Inter-robot Collision A voidance 

The path required for a robot to reach a desired 
location may incur potential collision with nearby 
robots if collision wa.<:> not considered in the PSO 
routine. Therefore, a collision avoidance strategy 
is developed to address this is::.-ue. 

For each robot located at xi at time k, calculate 
the distances to other vehicles, i.e., 

(4.11) 

which is a 2~dirnensional array. Similarly, <:alcu
late the angular separation between robot.s as: 

O;i = arctan((yi- J'), (x;- x')). (4.12) 

For each robot i, find the distance to its associated 
virtual robot in the formation, 

( 4.13) 

if'= max{!/'}. 
p 

(4.7) Check for the collision condition defined a.s 

Similarly, the personal~ best fitness is 
~Ji fi f,,; =max{!,,;}, (4.8) 

J 

determined from the history of the fitness of the 
pth particle up to the jth generation. 

Finally, these fitnes~:> values are used in calcu~ 
lating the particle velocities and updating their 
locations in the .solution space. 

4.5 Control Bounds 

Since the PSO i:; a heuristic search method, the 
speed and steering commands derived may be in
feasible for typical vehicles that exceed their kine
matic or dynamic limitations. Therefore, the con
trol signals should be bounded or clamped. Taking 

(di' < 2.5£, + o.05f") A (lei'< 1f/3), (4.14) 

where 2.5L.11 is taken a.<> a safe distance and 1\ is 
the logiea1 AND~opert\t,or. The· scale factors 2.5, 
0.05 and 1f /3, determining t.he allowed tolen1nces 
for the inter~'robot separations in distance and ori
entation, are obtained empirically. 

A potential collision il~ then declared between 
robots i and j when they are close to each other 
or one of them is in front of and blocks the other. 
This condition har:; been taken into account for 
with the dynamic threshold, Jii > depending on the 
degree of formation establishment, whereby the 
risk of collbion dirninishe:; when the robot.."i enter 
the formation> i.e., fii - 0. Reactive movements 
may also apply to the robots causing potential 
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Figure 4.2: Int.f)r-robot collision among vehicles 
ma.rked by circles, (empty tria.ngk~ are ~;tart.ing 
vehicle locations, solid triangles are current posi
tions). 

coHiRion by freezing the cont.rol commands tmn
porarily for a time step such that their locations 
become: 

in the dead-lock list is removed. The procedure 
then repeats for ot.het dead-locked pairings such 
that multiple dead¥locks can be subsequently re-
moved. 

5 RESULTS 

In this section, extensive numel'ical examples are 
presented to illustrate the effectivenet>s of the 
methodology developed in this chapter. On the 
basis of equivalent leader trajectories, the impact 
of configuration schemes, of the generic structure, 
on the overall formation will be highlighted. Then 
test cases for PSO~ba.<:ied controller designs arc il
lustrated by investigating the tracking enors ob
tained from a number of formation patt.erm;. Fi~ 

nally, rec;ul ts from simulations for the PSO-based 
formation control are given a.<; a proof~of-concept 
of directly applying PSO in the robotic formation 
problem. A reim\rk on the implementation is al::;o 
included. 

5.1 Generic Control Structures 

xL+t =x£ 
Yi·+l = yf.. 

(4.15) 5·1.1 Single-Leader 

Figure 4.2 illustrat.cs the :>ituation when a poten· 
tial coili:.;ion occurR. 

4.7 Dead-lock Release 

The inter-robot collision 1woidance strategy 
adopted may, in turn, give rise to a dovi-lor:k 
condition, especially when the robots are mov
ing towanb each other (both in front. <md block 
t.he other). A relea::;e of the dead-lock comlitiou is 
proposed as foiloWl'i. 

During the collision avoidance st.age, a lh;t of 
colliding robot index pairing is maintained [28]. 
For example, let robots 1 and 3 are temporarily 
frozen, the Hst will read a.<; 

(4.16) 

which implies that robot 1 blocks robot 3 and the 
rever:-;c al:;o holds, tlm::;, producing a dcad~!ock. 

If tlHl number of paired ont.rios in thEl lh;t il:l 
more than one, the list, i:; ncarched for duplica¥ 
tivc indkcs. Following the above example and 
f~pplying t.hc proponr.d t>trategy, robot 1 will be 
reactively-controlled until the corresponding entry 
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Retmlts frorn the single-leader format.ion scheme 
are shown in Figure 5.1 for 5 mobile robots de· 
played in two different trajectories made by their 
leader. In Fig. 5.1(a), robots (shown as smaH 
trianglet!) are initially driven from the centre of 
the work~space toward the right~ha.nd-side, then 
t.urn upwards and finally follow a ::;traight path 
t.o t.he left.-hand side. It ccin be seen that path::; 
traced by the follower robots are maintained in 
dose vicinitk.;::; when the formation is moving in a 
straight, line. In periods of t.uruing, the high-index 
robot (away from the leader) tends to slow down 
on its previous location until the leader makes a 
straight line again. This illustrates that the drive 
commands of the last robot is much scaled-down 
by a multiple of the displa.eements Lor H. 

In Fig. 5.1(b), the turns are sharper than the 
previous case. In addition, the path contains a 
third moderate tnm (on the left of t.he work
space). For the two sharper turns, the follower 
traject.ories are ::;imilar t.o the previous case. No. 
tke that. for t.he moderate t.um, followerH tend to 
maintain the curvature. lt may be concluded that, 
as the ta..'lk demands, the single-k1adcr scheme may 
cm~hlo tlw formation to tn'.Lvel in narrow pat~sagcH 
in a column formation. 
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Figure 5.1: Robot trajectories for single-leader Figure 5.2: n.ohot. t.rajed.ories for multiple-leader 
scheme. scheme. 

5.1.2 Multiple-Leader 

For the nmltiple-lead~r l)cheme, test re~mlts are de
picted in Figme 5.2. Similar trajectork-t; are de
signed for the leader as in the single-leader test 
case. In Fig. 5.2(a), the followers make diverted 
paths when they need to make sharp turns. No
tably, the followers have to travel extended cti::;
tances in order to be kept in formation. However, 
the duration of loss of the column formation is 
thus reduced. In Fig. 5.2(b), a moderate turn is 
also imposed. The followen; also make diverted 
tours, comprorni::;ing t.ravel dist.ance to tight. for
mations. Again, as the t.a.<;k demands, t.ight col
umn formations can be formed at the expense of 
extended follower travels. 

5.2 PSO-based Leader-Follower 
Initialization 

Simulations are conducted with line, column, 
wedge and diamond pa.t.tcms for a group of typ-

ically 5 mobil(~ robot.s for t.he sake illm;tration 
(t.he number of robots in the platoon may be in
creased). The robots .start from arbitrary loca
tions and ol'ienta..tions, and are steered by the drive 
commands towards forming t.he desired pattem. 

Let the leader initial position be the origin of 
the world coordinate, i.e., Xi ;::::: Yi = oi = 0. The 
leader then moves to the right, turn~ in the posi
t.ive r;-axis direr.tion. It. then makes a furt.her turn 
towards the left-bottom of the work space. When 
t.he leader approaches Xi = 0 again, it makes a 
final turn towards the right-bottom area. See, for 
example, the trajectory depicted in Fig. 5.3(a). 

5.2.1 Line 

There are two cases of line formations simulated, 
namely, lines formed when the followers are on 
the right and left haud sidei:i of the leader. The 
eonfig1lmtiom; are npccified by L = l, R = ±1 
and H = 1. 
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Figure 5.3: Line fonrmtion; case 1- (a) robot tra- Figure 5.4: Line forrnation; case 2- (a) robot tra-
jectories, (~) tracking error. jcetorie::;, (b) tracking error. 

Right-hand Sided Follower·s: Tho path followed 
by the leader and followers (in small triangleH) are 
shown in Fig. 5.3(a) while the tracking errors are 
plotted in Fig. 5.:5(b). Follower::; start from <~rbi

trary positions, as shown by the traces~ initially 
move towards the center of the work space where 
the leader is locat.cd. This initiali:.-;at.ion phu.se is 
evident. from the ext.(md<~d t.rackiug errorJo> plott.ed 
in Fig. 5.3(b). After 40scc and the li~w formation 
sett.les and is then maintained in the rest of the 
test duration. In this formation, the followers turn 
in an so-called outer-circle with R = 1 and the 
proposed header-tracking controller b; performing 
satisfactorily. 

Left-hand Sided Follo11Je1'B: lu t.hi:; case, the 
leader trajectory is the same a<; before but the fol
lowers arc allocated on the left-hand side of the 
leader and follow a inner-circle with R = -1, Fig. 
5.4(a). The formation i8 a!8o well established and 
maintained through the tm>t duration. Specifi
cally, when the leader turns an abrupt comer ou 
the centm·-top area, the inner-most follower ha.•o; 
to make a reactive move in ord(~l' to <:ope with the 
sharp tum. Note that, the t.racking enon; have 
Leen kept. small ;;t.<; illustrated in Fig. 5.4(b). Here, 

in this difficult condition, the controller continues 
t.o perform Hat.isfac:tnrily. 

5.2.2 Column 

RmmH.s obtained frmo (1, cohunn fonnM.iou arc 
shown in Fig. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) for t.he t.ra.jeetory 
and tracking errors rcspect.ivcly. It i<> observed 
that. when the leader turns, the tracking error in
creases, e.g, dur!ng 80 to lOOsec. The followers 
trace circular paths with smaller radius which is 
equivalent to a higher tum-rate and but perfor· 
mance of the formation establishment is generally 
acceptable. 

5.2.3 Wedge 

The wedge formation can be ·considered a..<> a vari
ation of the line forma-tion where followers are lo
cated on both sides of the leader and progressively 
displaced behind the leader. Results are shown 
in Fig. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) for the robot trajecto
ries and tra<:king enors. A react.ive movement. is 
also observed for the inner-follower while rm~king 
a ~:>hmv turn on the center-top area. Nonetheless, 
the formation has been maintained a..<> expected. 
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5.2.4 Diamond 

Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) rcpr('.Beut the trajectories 
and tracking errors. Similar traject.ories as the 
previous cases are traced by the robots and the 
results are also compared favorably to the other 
cases. The tracking errors are generally smaller 
than others1 ·except for the line formation. It is 
because of the close proximity of the robots in 
the forrnat,ion, i.e., small L, in order t,o ensure 
that. the existence of the zeros dynamk_s has been 
maintained. 

5.3 Swarm~based Cooperative Control 

The propo::;ed multi-robot, coordim\tion framework 
for formation initialization and control, using PSO 
and the incorporation of behavioral control for col
liBion- avoidance, is applied in simulations for var
ious formation types with different set. of initial 
locations. The simulation conditiom; are liHt8d be
low. 

Consider seven vehicles that are homogem~ous 
with each vehicle having mea.<Jm·es 3-rn x 2m. in 
length and width. Let the operation site be 
bounded, e.g., ±70m in the xy-coordinate::;. The 

formation statts at. U10 center and the initial vehi
cle locations are cho!:len arbit,rarily a.'> well a,<> tht:".ir 
orientations are also initialized randomly, The 
formation moves from left to right (increasing x~ 
coordinat<~) and the format.ion is allowed t.o change 
dynamically. The la:;t, virtual vehicle (locat.ed at 
the most negative y-coordinate) moves in a higher 
speed t.hau the first virtual vehicle. 

5.3.1 Line 

Iu the line formation, trajectories of the vehicles 
arc ~:~hown in Figure 5.8. Irrol-;pcctive of the vehicle 
::;tatting locat;ions and the d_ynamicnJiy adjustment, 
of the formation, the vehicles follow the formation 
ck1sdy. It is abo illustrated that the trajectories 
are f:imooth and the formation virtual vehicles are 
well tracked. This observation has verified the sat-
isfactory performances provided by the propos(~d 
PSO algorithm. The trajectories although incli
ca.te some crossovers, howe.vet, tlwy are separated 
in the time domain where the int,er~w:hide colli
sioll avoidance procedure hc1.s been operathlg effec· 
tively. Notably, as shown in the lower-left. region 
of Fig. 5.8(c), one of the vehicle trajectorie::: con~ 
t.ains a rather :::harp change. This is caused by the 
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Figure 5.7: Diamond formation- (a) robot trajec
tories, (b) tracking error. 

blocked vehide that has to move lmckwa.rd in or
der t.o avoid inter-vehide collision and dc~).d-lock. 

5.3.2 Wedge 

Fm the wedge formation ca.<;e, similar levels of 
performances are also obset·ved from the plots in 
Figure 5.9. It is noted that the successful est.ab
!ishrn<mt of th(:_l desired formation, from the ini
tial vehicle locations, is independent on the type 
of the desired formation (column vs. wedge) . 

. F\n-therrnon~, the t.racking of virtual vehicle:; ir; 
formation-independent and the trajectory com
plexity is also not. related t.o HJC type of forma
tion. It is worth noting that the propo!:ied ap
proach can be straightforward extended to cases 
of a larger number of vehiek~s and inhomogeneous 
vehide sizes. 

5.4 A Remark on Implementation 

Typk:al snapshot.s of experimental formatiom: u:::
iug two Amigo® and one P.ioaeer® mobile robots, 
in line, column and wedge are presented in Fig
ure 5.10. The robots drive commands are derived 
from a PC a.nd issued to the robot!:i via a wirele!:i.'l 
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Figure 5.8: Results for Line formation. 



(a) V~hide~; 1,t.ruted from left 

(b) from !lppeJ·-left. region 

(c) from lowe>-left region 

(d) from distributed region~ 

Figure 5.9: Results for Wedge formation. 

d~tt.a link. 
The two Amigoti ::;teered in line, column and 

wedge formation patterns are shown in Figures 
5.10(a) to 5.10(c) rc.'-ipectivc\y. It. is noted that. t.hc 
de:'lired patterns are established successfitlly only 
ou fiat terrain, a:,; required in conditionB (2.2) and 
(2.3). In the wedge format;ion, the Pioneer (in the 
front. of Figure 5.10(c)), having more sensing c.a
pability, acts ru; the leader while the two Amigos 
are t,he foUowen;. The robots moving in a pat
tern can be controUed t.o change t,heir format.ion 
to avoid obBtacle!:i, for example when pa.')1>ing a 
lk"l.rrow pa::;pagc. 

6 CONCLUSION 

This dw.pt,er ha.'i prcsent(Jd a swarm-based 
methodology to deploy and maintain the motion 
of a g,1·onp of mohi\0 robot":; in (lc.'-iit~d formn.
tions. Features of a generic formation. configu
ration l)chemes are introduced indicating the ca
pability of forming various config11ratiou1i. A1 the 
robotic t,a,-;k required, diffenmt scheme,'-i n.re needE;d 
for t.rajectory t,racking and formation maint.enance 
while avoiding inter-robot. collisio11 and control 
o;int,l'\tladti()S, A ncar-optima.\ leader-follower for
mation initialization design h; developed with ad~ 
va.ntagcfl' adopted from the particle swarm opt.i
mi:.::atiou (PSO) algorithm, The application {)f 

swarm intelligence ha.s also been demon~trated 
in the coopcmtive control design in the robot.ic 
formation context, Wit.h t.he u:;e of beluwiornl 
collisiolJ.-avoidance and dead-lock release pmce
dures1 the performance of the later method is also 
satisfactory when dealing wit.h the complicated 
constraints in establ~'>hing various formation cO!l

figuraUons and control singnlarlt.i0s. Re!>ults from 
extensive numerical studies and l:iorne laboratorial 
work have verified t.he cffrX":tivenn;s of the pro
posed swarm-bru:;ed design approaches for multi
robot fonrmtionB. 
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